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Prompt GW-EM Observations



Current GW-EM Zoo 
Case Type EM Ref.

GW150914-GBM/
GW150914 BH-BH low S/N EM Connaughton+15

GRB170817A/GW170817/
AT2017gfo NS-NS Definitely Beautiful! 	Abbott+17

S190510g NS-NS 13 optical EM candidtes, 
NONE confirmed Andreoni+19a

S190814bv BH-NS Deep search yeild nothing 
confirmed in EM

Andreoni+19b

Dobie+19, etc

GW190425/S190425z NS-NS
13 optical candiates 

INTEGRAL/ACS candidate 
 (none confirmed )


	Abbott+19

Coughlin+19a 

Antier+19, 
Pozanenko+19

S190426c, S190510g, 
S190901ap, S190910h NS-?

deep search, some 
candiates, 

nothing confirmed

Coughlin+19b

Goldstein+19

“l-OGC 151030” NS-NS
found by 3rd party,


sub-threshold, high FAR,

GW NOT confirmed by LIGO

Nitz+19

GBM-190816 BH-?
Both GW and EM  

are identified as sub-
threshod by LVC/Fermi 

GCN Circulars, 
Yang+19
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w

We only have up to 3 GW-EM cases related to CBC merger

Case Type EM Ref.

GRB170817A/GW170817/
AT2017gfo NS-NS Definitely Beautiful! 	Abbott+17

GW190425/S190425z NS-NS
13 optical candiates 

INTEGRAL/ACS candidate 
 (none confirmed )


Coughlin+19a 
Antier+19, 

Pozanenko+19

GBM-190816 BH-?
Both GW and EM  

are identified as sub-
threshod by LVC/Fermi 

GCN Circulars, 
Yang+19
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Case #1: No Doubtly GW+GRB

Case Type EM Ref.

GRB170817A/
GW170817/
AT2017gfo 

NS-NS Definitely 
Beautiful! 	Abbott+17

GW190425/
S190425z NS-NS

13 optical candiates 
INTEGRAL/ACS 

candidate 
 (none confirmed )


Abbott+19

Coughlin+19 
Antier+19, 

Pozanenko+19


GBM-190816 BH-?
Both GW and EM  

are identified as sub-
threshod by LVC/Fermi 

GCN Circulars, 
Yang+19


Goldstein+19
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Case #2: GW + Possible GRB(?)

Case Type EM Ref.

GRB170817A/
GW170817/
AT2017gfo 

NS-NS Definitely 
Beautiful! 	Abbott+17

GW190425/
S190425z NS-NS

13 optical candiates 
INTEGRAL/ACS 

candidate 
 (none confirmed )


Abbott+19

Coughlin+19 
Antier+19, 

Pozanenko+19


GBM-190816 BH-?
Both GW and EM  

are identified as sub-
threshod by LVC/Fermi 

GCN Circulars, 
Yang+19


Goldstein+19

Very Low S/N 
No spectral confirmation 



w

Case #3: sub-threshold GW + GRB

Case Type EM Ref.

GRB170817A/
GW170817/
AT2017gfo 

NS-NS Definitely 
Beautiful! 	Abbott+17

GW190425/
S190425z NS-NS

13 optical candiates 
INTEGRAL/ACS 

candidate 
 (none confirmed )


Abbott+19

Coughlin+19 
Antier+19, 

Pozanenko+19


GBM-190816 BH-?
Both GW and EM  

are identified as sub-
threshod by LVC/Fermi 

GCN Circulars, 
Yang+19


Goldstein+19

Sub-threshold

Yang et al 2019, ApJ submitted

A sharp GRB with typical GRB spectrum



Theoretical Expectations
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What GW Events can produce prompt EM Counterparts?

Type of (LIGO) GW event EM ?

NS-NS merger Yes

NS-BH Merger Maybe (Mass/Model dependent )

BH-BH Merger None/Maybe (Model dependent)
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NS-NS merger 

Paczynski 1986
Eichler et al 1989



NS-NS Merger Chart



If final product is a BH : 

A Short GRB  
+ 

Beamed X-ray + Optical+ radio afterglow 
+  

Kilonova in Multi- wavelenght and time scale 

Metzger & Berger (2012)

See also talks by Kasliwal & Murphy



Three zones

Jet zone:   
                short GRB  + multiwavelength afterglow  
                 + X-ray from magnetar wind dissipation  

Free zone:  
                   no GRB/ or weak GRB 170718A-like GRB ,  
                   X-ray from magnetar wind dissipation only 

Trapped zone: 
                   no GRB unless at nearby universe
                   X-rays initially trapped by the dynamical ejecta, 
                   eventually become free at photosphere radius.
                   Emitted X-ray is essentially the Wien tail of the 
                   merger-nova photosphere emission.

X-rays radiaion is produced isotropically via 
magnetar wind dissipation  

Sun, H+2017

If final product is a stable NS (magnetar) : 



Sun, H+2017

Magnetar Case 1:  170817A-like  GRB+AG+KN  



Sun, H+2017

Magnetar Case 2:  No GRB , Spin-Down Powerd X-ray transient  

Xue et al 2019, Nature 



Sun, H+17, 19

Magnetar Case 3:  No GRB , X-ray Trapped, then becomes free
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What GW Events can produce prompt EM Counterparts?

Type of (LIGO) GW event EM ?

NS-NS merger Yes

NS-BH Merger Maybe (Mass/Model dependent  )

BH-BH Merger None/Maybe (Model dependent)



w

NS-BH Merger

A matter of mass ratio  q =  MBH/MNS 
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NS-BH Merger

A matter of mass ratio  q =  MBH/MNS 

Not-too-large q  (e.g., q< 5) :     
 
Black Hole+ disk + jet central engine 
—> traditional short GRB + kilonova+ AG 



w

NS-BH Merger

A matter of mass ratio  q =  MBH/MNS 

A large q  (e.g., q>5) :     

NS would plunge into the BH as a whole  
so no matter for accreation disk to form 
——>  NO traditional short GRB 

BUT alternative models can still lead to a GRB (see next).  

Not-too-large q  (e.g., q< 5) :     
 
Black Hole+ disk + jet central engine 
—> traditional short GRB + kilonova+ AG 
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Type of (LIGO) GW event EM ?

NS-NS merger Yes
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BH-BH Merger None/Maybe (Model dependent)



w

BH-BH Merger
…was thought to be no EM-associated before GW150914 

Connaughton et al. 2016; Zhang, B. 2016



w

BH-BH Merger (and Large-q NS-BH Merger)

Most popoular alternative model for producing a GRB: 
charged compact binary coalescence (cCBC): 
 
a burst can be produced by: 
(1) electric and magnetic dipole radiation 
(2) magnetic reconnection  
(3) BZ mechanism  

 

Recent theoretical development:  
Zhang 2019, Dai 2019, Pan & Yang 2019; Zhong et al. 2019



wImplicaitons & Prospects



w

Goal: 
Maximize the physical information from the observations



w

Best Case:
Detailed GW constraints + luxury EM obsevations 

See also talks by Kasliwal,  Murphy,  Sari, Nissanke …

GW：  
merger masses,  angles,  distance,  
eneregies,  tidal deformbility,  
final product, EOS

EM：  
jet structure,  speed, openning angle, 
viewing angle, cocoon structure,  
heavy element production, emission radius 
engine types (NS vs BH)

ALL：  

event rate, populations,  
foundamental physics (e.g WEP, LIV etc) 



But what about:

GW190425 GBM-190816



But what about:

Not much to do if the EM signal is  
only tentative w/o spectroscopic confirmation  



But what about:

Not much to do if the EM signal is  
only tentative w/o spectroscopic confirmation  

EM becomes important  
when it can be spectroscopically confirmed, 

and can even help validate the GW event 



GBM-190816 as an example

EM becomes important  
when it can be spectroscopically confirmed, 

and can even help validate the GW event 



Limited GW Info
Fermi GBM-190816: A sub-threshold GRB candidate potentially associated with a sub-threshold LIGO/
Virgo compact binary merger candidate 


L1 and V1 identified a possible compact binary merger candidate at 2019-08-16 21:22:13.027 UTC 
(GPS Time: 1250025751.027). 


GBM-190816: 

                      ①. Duration: approximately 0.1 s 
                      ②. Hard spectral template 
                      ③. The lighter compact object may have a mass < 3 M⊙ . 

                      ④. FAR ~ 1.2 × 10-4 

GCN #25406, GCN #25406, Golastein +19

Distance from GW: 428 +/- 143 Mpc



GW:  Sub-thrshold Event Gives q 
Information: 
1. L1 and V1 data are available at that time.

2. LVC identified a possible CBC candidate at 2019-08-16 

21:22:13.027 UTC.

3. The network S/N of this sub-threshold event is below 

the threshold of GW analysis pipelines, which is 12. 

4. The luminosity distance of the event is constrained to 

362±151 Mpc 

5. The lighter compact object of this CBC event may have 

a mass < 3 M⊙ 


Assumptions: 
1.  One compact object of this CBC event is an NS with a 

mass of 1.4 M⊙ 

2. The sensitivity of the L1 detector in O3 is twice of that       

in O1. 

3. The S/N of the event is 8 and mostly contributed by L1.    

Constraints: 
Follow the FINDCHIRP pipeline (Allen et al. 2012). The mass 
ratio lies in q ~  [2.142, 5.795]



Excited Community 

Search by  

INTEGRAL/SPI-ACS, ANTARES, HAWC, IceCube, Zwicky, AGILE, Fermi-LAT, MAXI/GSC

(But Nothing in optcal, High-E, neutrinos, X-ray )



EM: Burst Confirmation

Bayesian Block (BB) (Scargle et al. 2013):


Signal appears in various conditions.


The significance level of the burst S/N reached 3.95.



Multi-wavelegth light curves


Pulse evolution and struture 

EM: Burst Confirmation



Precise Duration  

T90 =                     


starts at T90,1 = 


ends at T90,2 =

0.032+0.025
−0.065 s

0.143+0.17
−0.11 s

0.112+0.185
−0.085 s

A homework in GWCLASS2019

EM: Burst Confirmation



f parameter  
 
(a.k.a : tip-of-iceberg effect, Lü, H.-J. et al. 2012) 

f = 2.58 ± 0.37, typical as a short GRB


f: the ratio between the peak flux and the average 
background flux


feff: the ratio between the peak flux of a pseudo-
burst and the average background flux. 


However, there is a non-negligible probability (p ∼ 
0.03.) of being the ”tip of iceberg” of a longer short 
burst.


EM: Burst Confirmation



Spectral Analysis  
 

EM: Burst Confirmation



GBM-190816 as a short GRB 

EM: Burst Confirmation



Burst confirmed.
Concidence established.

GW signal happens 1.57 s before the burst



How to use the observed EM info?



Traditional NS-BH CBC:
 Constraints on Model Parameters 

Total mass of the matter left outside Mout:


The dimensionless ISCO radius follows 


Dynamical ejecta mass Mdyn 


The disc mass Mdisc 


The kinetic energy of the jet can be calculated by


Mout = Mb
NS [max (α

1 − 2ρ
η1/3

− βR̃ISCO
ρ
η

+ γ,0)]
δ

R̃ISCO = RISCOc2/GMBH = 3 + Z2 − sgn (χBH) (3 − Z1) (3 + Z1 + 2Z2)

Mdyn = Mb
NS {max [a1qn1 (1 − 2CNS)/CNS − a2qn2R̃ISCO (χeff) + a3 (1 − MNS/Mb

NS) + a4,0]}

Mdisc = Mout − Mdyn

χBH,f =
χBHM2

BH + lz (r̄1SCO, χBH,f) MBHMNS

M2

EK,jet = ϵ (1 − ξw) Mdiscc2Ω2
H f (ΩH)

lz (r̄ISCO, χBH,f) = sgn (χBH,f)
r̄2

ISCO − 2 sgn (χBH,f) χBH,f r̄ISCO + χ2
BH,f

r̄ISCO (r̄2
ISCO − 3r̄ISCO + 2 sgn (χBH,f) χBH,f r̄ISCO)

1/2

dE
dΩ

(θ) = Ece
−(θ/θc,j)

2

, Γ(θ) = (Γc − 1) e−(θ/θc,j)
2

+ 1

Eγ,iso (θv) ≃ ηγ ∫
D3

p

Γ
dE
dΩ

dΩ

The dimensionless spin of the final BH remnant 


The orbital angular momentum per unit mass of a test 
particle orbiting the BH remnant at the ISCO  

we assume a Gaussian-shape structured jet with an 
angular distribution of the kinetic energy and Lorentz 
factor Γ following  

At the viewing angle θv, the isotropic gamma-ray 
radiation energy can be estimated as 


Eiso= Eiso(MNS, q, ε ,ξw ,ηγ, Γc ,θjet, θobs,ΛN …)

Yang+19



NS-BH Merger with Tidal Disruption: 
Constraints on Model Parameters 

Binbin Zhang

Yang+19



If q is too large…



cCBC with Constant Charge 
(Plunging NS-BH Merger)  

Electric dipole radiation luminosity 

Magnetic dipole radiation luminosity 


Isotropic EM luminosity, assuming ηγ ∼ 1 
 

For an NS-BH merger system: Under the following simplest assumptions: (1) only the NS carries a constant 
charge; (2) the NS mass is 1.4 M⊙; (3) a = amin = rs(mBH)+ 2.4rs (mNS ) (rNS = 2.4 rs for neutron star) at the merger 
time; (4) mass-ratio q lies in [2.142, 5.795].   qˆNS lies in [1.25, 1.50] ×10−4.   

 

B15/P-3 should fall in the range of ∼ [0.28, 0.34] . Implying that the neutron star has to be a millisecond magnetar. 
Disfavored.


Absolute charge QNS lies in [1.75, 2.11] ×1026.  e.s.u 

Zhang, B. 2016, 2019



Electric dipole radiation luminosity 

Magnetic dipole radiation luminosity 


Isotropic EM luminosity, assuming ηγ ∼ 1 
 

For a charged BH-BH system : Under the following simplest assumptions: (1) the lighter BH has a 
mass of 2.8 M⊙, (2) only the lighter BH carries a constant dimensionless charge.  
We constrains: qˆBH lies in [5.97, 10.32] ×10−5 . The demanded dimensionless charge is comparable to 
the one required to explain the putative γ-ray event GW150914-GBM.

Absolute charge QNS lies in [1.67, 2.89] ×1026.  e.s.u 

cCBC with Constant Charge 
(BH-BH Merger)  

Zhang, B. 2016, 2019



with a large q (e.g, >5):

Charged CBC must at work to produce the observed GRB

Case 1:  Constant Charge —  
Contrived conditions needed for a BH to carry very large charge.



Charged CBC must at work to produce the observed GRB

Case 1:  Constant Charge —  
Contrived conditions needed for a BH to carry very large charge.

Case 2:  Increasing Charge —  
(Dai 2019)

with a large q (e.g, >5):



A BH is immersed in the magnetic field of the NS and gains charge via the Wald mechanism (Wald 1974).


BH may reach the maximal Wald charge when it could transit from the electro-vacuum state to the force-
free state. 


At this point, four possible pre-merger mechanisms generate γ-ray emission: 

①first and second magnetic dipole radiation

②second magnetic dipole radiation, 

③electric dipole radiation, 

④magnetic reconnection close to BH’s equatorial plane.


And two possible post-merger mechanisms:

①magnetic reconnection at polar regions

②BZ mechanism.


cCBC with Increasing Charge 
(NS/BH-BH Merger)  

Dai 2019, Zhong, S.-Q. et al 2019



Following Dai (2019) and Zhong et al. (2019), we 
calculate that the sub-threshold GRB could be 
produced by the pre-merger magnetic reconnection or 
the post-merger BZ mechanism if the NS’ surface 
magnetic field log(BS,NS/G) > 13.4 and log(BS,NS/G) ∼ 
13.5 − 14.5, respectively.


Given the following conditions: 

①. The radiative efficiency ηγ = 1, 

②. The mass ratio q = 5.5, 

③. The minimal separation between the BH and the 
NS amin = 2GMBH/c2 + rNS, and the NS mass MNS = 
1.4 M⊙ and its radius rNS = 12 km. 


cCBC with Increasing Charge 
(Plunging NS-BH Merger)  

Seems more reasonable 



Charged CBC must at work to produce the observed GRB

Case 1:  Constant Charge —  
Contrived conditions needed for a BH to carry very large charge.

Case 2:  Increasing Charge —  
Seems possible.

with a large q (e.g, >5):



The GW-GRB Time Delay



GW
GBM-190816

GW

GRB 170817A 
Duration: 2 s 
Delay: 1.7s 

Duration: 0.1 s 
Delay: 1.57s

What a concidence!



What can cause the delay?

(1) ∆tjet, 

  delay time to launch a clean relativistic jet. Includes three parts : 
①.The waiting time ∆twait for a central object (BH) to form, 

②. The accretion time scale ∆tacc,

③. time ∆tclean for the jet to become clean. 


In the case GBM-180916, at least one BH exists in the pre-merger 
system so  
∆twait is 0.  
 ∆tclean ∼ 0 (BH) 
 ∆tacc is typically ∼ 10 ms.  
So ∆tjet is at most 0.01 s. 
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(2) ∆tbo

 delay time for the jet to break out from the surrounding medium.  
For an NS-BH central engine, ∆tbo is typically 10 ms to 100 ms. 




What can cause the delay?

(1) ∆tjet, 

  delay time to launch a clean relativistic jet. Includes three parts : 

①.The waiting time ∆twait for a central object (BH) to form, 


②. The accretion time scale ∆tacc,


③. time ∆tclean for the jet to become clean. 

In the case GBM-180916, at least one BH exists in the pre-merger system so  
∆twait is 0.  
 ∆tclean ∼ 0 (BH) 
 ∆tacc is typically ∼ 10 ms.  
So ∆tjet is at most 0.01 s. 


(2) ∆tbo

 delay time for the jet to break out from the surrounding medium.  
For an NS-BH central engine, ∆tbo is typically 10 ms to 100 ms. 


(3) ∆tGRB, 

delay time for the jet to reach the energy dissipation and GRB emission site.  
 ∆tGRB = R/2cΓ2.   <— should mostly account for the delay




GRB 170817A  & GBM-190816
Abbott et al. 2017, ApJL, 848, L13; Mooley et al. 2018, Nature, 554, 207;  

B.-B. Zhang et al. 2018, Nature Communications, 9, 447

“Oversold” cocoon model, seems ruled out

Structured jet: Zhang & Meszaros (2002); Rossi et al. (2002)

t= 1-2 s 

Yang et al 2019



Summary

•We currently have (up to ) 3 prompt CBC GW-EM association cases   
•Prompt observation of EM signal in GW event is crucial in 

undertanding the physical nauture of the merger process 
•Encourage prompt EM following up and coverage of the GW events.  



Thanks!

GW-EM Evolved Missions in China:
SVOM,
LAMOST,
SkyMapper,
DESI,CLAUDS,
Mephisto,
FAST,
TNTS, 
ASTS, ZTF
Chinese Space Station Survey
HXTM ,  
SVOM/SVOM-GWAC, 
Einstein Probe, 
GECAM, …
(See talk by Shuang-Nan Zhang)


